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Local Tour Report
Pepper Tree No Touch Tour

We had a pretty darn good turnout for our No Touching Hands Free get together at the Pepper Tree Frosty on Santa Fe
in Vista on Wednesday, June 3rd. Eighteen folks came out, most in moderns, but we did have three Model A’s. We
came together on what would have been a Model A meeting night – and I soooo miss them!
It was a very hot day – close to 80 degrees – but we had quite a number show up. Keith sure tried to get our Model A in
shape, but he’s struggling with a “brake light issue”, so in a modern we came. Ed Simpson drove his A truck, good to see
it on the road. Jim and MA’s Panel Truck looked showroom ready, as usual.
How very nice it was to see members we have missed for over three months, and we chatted in groups (staying six feet
apart) trying to catch up on our 3+ month isolation. As you see from the photos, everyone wears ‘the mask’, even though
they are a TOTAL PAIN.
It was very nice to meet and chat with new members Mike Stephens and Stacie Niemann and hear how they got their
“new” 1931 Victoria in Sun City, Arizona. Excellent buy – and think of all the trips and tours that are going to come with it!
Also coming to join us was Pat Collister with Greg Wilson, and it turns out he lives close to Anthony and Donna Lugo
and the wives play together in a ukulele group. Small world! We’ll have to entice them into getting a Model A.
MA brought some terrific treats, separated in zip lock bags, of course, and we all scarfed them up. Some bought lunch,
since we were at the Pepper Tree, but since all the
tables were roped off, that slowed a couple of us
down.
It was about a two-hour meet up, very safe, and we
all so enjoyed it. We’ll do this again, to get together
and see there’s a world out there, still. And soon,

Chuck’s Message
As I write this President's Message I have no idea when
we will have our next meeting. I talked to Jim Gates and
he said the Park has opened the swimming pool and the
exercise room. The Auditorium is still closed. I have no
idea when we will be able to have a meeting, When we do
know this, we will have a board meeting and then a regular meeting. Jim
Ball is talking about having some informal tours. I am all for this.
Keep in touch with him about this.
In my last President's Message I said I was going to install my
Brierley 7:1 aluminum head. My son and I took a Saturday and changed
the Snyder 6:1 head to the Brierley head without too much trouble. I also
replaced the leaking exhaust/intake manifold gasket. When I went to
start the engine we found that the battery was dead. So, I put the
charger on it and thought things would be fine in the morning.
This is when things started to go south. It turned out that the battery
did not take a charge and was truly dead. So I got another batter and
installed it. Somewhere in the process my FSI electronic ignition
died. So, I ordered a new conversion kit and installed standard modern
points distributor that I keep in the truck just incase something like this
happens. The engine started up and was fine.
At this point I have to mention that the March/April edition of the
Restorer has an excellent article on timing a high compression
engine. Read the article and you understand that you must retard the
ignition a lot. This is just the opposite of the standard Model A. With the
regular distributor the engine had a noticeable increase in power. But it
did not run as smooth as I would like, and my tachometer jumped all
over the place.
So, I replaced the spark plug wires with ACCEL 8mm silicone jackets
with RFI suppression. I also replaced the standard distributer with a
distributor with a FSI module. These changes made a huge difference in
performance. The engine ran much smoother and the tachometer became as smooth as a rock.
Although I use 100% modern coolants I will place a "Head Saver" in
the lower radiator hose to prevent electrolysis with the aluminum head.
That's about all I have to say. Stay in touch with the club members
and get those projects done so we can get on the road when ever this
pandemic is over.
Chuck Grabowsky
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MAFCA President’s Message
In May, your Board of Directors made another very difficult decision. We concluded that risk to
our members would still be at unacceptable levels in early December, so the Board has cancelled the annual National Awards Banquet (NAB) that was to be held in Fort Worth, Texas. This
has been a very disappointing year for our members and we are extremely sorry that we have
had to take this action. Like our move to cancel the National Convention originally set for this
month, we believe it would be best to avoid even the possibility of COVID-19 problems in December. We are grateful to Fort Worth’s Cowtown A’s for agreeing to sponsor the event in 2021.
They had already made some wonderful plans for 2020 and assure us those plans will be transferable to next year.
As you know, the National Awards Banquet is when the newly elected Board members are installed for the coming
year. That will still happen, but it will be happening at the MAFCA office in La Habra rather than in Fort Worth.
I hope you agree with our decisions. They are unprecedented. Our hope is that 2021 will allow us to get back on track
with our national and regional events. Our primary national event for 2021 will be the MAFCA National Tour in North
Conway, New Hampshire. It will be held from June 20 through June 24. Mark your calendar now so you can be sure to
get your reservation when the forms become available early next year. The New Hampshire Lakes Region MAC has
been working hard to get ready for us. They have a wonderful tour planned with experiences that you will be able to
brag about for years to come. And, then there will be the National Awards Banquet in Fort Worth, Texas in the December 2021 time frame. Exact dates will be announced in the near future.
We all wish you continued good health and safety as these days of COVID-19 roll on. If you have a chance to get out
and drive your Model A, even around the block a few times, you will feel better just by getting out in your favorite car. I
hope to see you soon.
Bill Truesdell, 2020 President

MAFCA Webmaster Notes
May 26 - Some of our website visitors have reported strange malware and adware the last couple of weeks. We have
found the problem and have corrected it (we hope.)
The problem would occur at random times while browsing pages.
June 10 - There have been almost no Classified Ad requests received by the webmaster in 2 weeks, which is unusual.
Also, no Chapter Update requests have come in.
So we did a little checking and noticed that when we changed servers last month, we neglected to move the email
forwarding to the new server. Members who submitted ads or chapter updates got an immediate message that the
request was sent for processing, but we never got your form.
The good news is that we think we've solved that problem, so if you sent in a request and haven't seen it processed,
please try again. I'll be looking for them. --Rick Black, MAFCA webmaster.

Pandemic Press Soon to End
The last issue of the Pandemic Press will be July 4th, Independence Day,
which seems appropriate to me since I’ll be taking back some free time. It is
a good time to close it out, as soon after printing, we will hold our second No
Touch Tour. There are no meetings or breakfasts scheduled yet, but they
will happen soon as well, I’m sure.
I’m happiest that for all the news items and stories I published, I never had to
write anything about a club member’s having to go to the hospital with the
disease. Thanks Be!
Here’s something surprising to me: Although the number of daily newspapers has dropped from 1,950 daily newspapers in 1930 down to fewer than
1,200 daily newspapers today, the number of Sunday, or weekly papers, like
the Press, has actually doubled since 1940. Words on paper is still a viable
business.
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WHAT’S IN YOUR GARAGE?
Or What’s About to Be, By Jon Velasco
I wanted to send you a few updates & a brief write up for the progress
of the 31 Slant window John Frazee helped me pick up in December,
way before this mess stopped our get togethers. Here are also a few
photos from the trip and the recent items we've been working on.
John and I drove north up from Carlsbad to meet the seller midway between his home in Grants Pass, OR. The midway point was Santa Nella - merely 360 miles away. We’d usually make that in about 6 hours of
driving. We left around 9am expecting to get to our hotel around 3, or
4pm at the worst. Well, because the storm that blew over the grapevine closed it, we didn't get to our destination until well after midnight (I
think around 1 or 2am)! John wanted to wake up early around 5am so
we could get going back. You can see a few photos of the car loaded
in the trailer and the snow on the grapevine. John
dropped me off after 5pm and he was still smiling.
The guy who sold me the car is Mel Taormino and his
family got the car from the original owner in Santa
Clara, where the family used to live and had a Ford
Parts store and engine rebuilding shop (see photo of
their booklet). In the next photo, you see the car with
freshly powder coated wheels (black - but used to be a
faded red) and new radial tires.
Tuesday, June 9th, I went over to Larry Beel's garage.
He's helping me install a Mitchell syncro transmission. Richard Allen stopped by and kept us company. I
tried to do some of the work with instructions from Larry
and Richard, and it was a good learning experience. I
even remembered some of what I learned from when

John helped me install the Mitchell transmission in our 29 Phaeton last year. The undercarriage, old transmission and clutch
cover was filthy so we spent a good amount of time cleaning. I
think I removed about 10 pounds of dirt and grime. There was
also a hick-up with one of the parts broken on the new transmission. It probably
broke during shipping (see photo), but
Larry had one of his parts to I could
use. We didn't quite finish as we lost
daylight. Larry said he'll work on it until I
can get back to his house. It was a fun
day, though, and I was glad to take the
day off work and spend time with guys
from the club and work on the car.
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The Great Frame Up
Volume 19
32. Assemble four wheel and rubber tire assemblies to hub and
brake drum assembly with twenty nuts, and tighten. Use electric
socket wrench. Use grease on bolt threads. Assemble four hub caps
in place with punch and hammer.
The Youtube video I linked to shows a guy sitting on a cart attaching
something under the rear of the transmission—apparently he can do

steps 28 & 30 if they are truly before attaching the
wheel assemblies, shown flying next to his face,
(Assemble the left engine pan, and assemble the
radius rod ball, without being himself underneath
the chassis.) or doing steps 34 & 35 (attach front
and rear engine support brackets) if step 32 is
placed far out of order. Nine seconds after the video starts, there is another guy working on step 36,
attaching the radiator assembly. Thing about it,
step 45 attach the rear bumper assembly, has already been done prior to the video starting, so this
does seem to clearly be out of order. So The
American Machinist magazine seems to have
seen a very early assembly line practice, and this
video reflects better practice. I’, sure when you
restore your Model A, you’ll work on whatever is in
Video of the actual assembly line step 32: men on carts so they
front of you, not Henry’s process, anyway.
could follow the chassis along and complete their tasks
I was hoping to write a piece on the proper removal and swedging of replacement hub bolts in this
article. My disadvantage is that I have not only tried this myself, I have never seen it done. I found a video for those interested in watching Dennis Stone of the Old Dominion Chapter operating a beautiful 50 ton press, but there are no observations, tips, and no footage of setting the bolt into the hub, whatsoever. Here is a video of replacing a broken bolt on a
much never car’s brake drum; boy, one minute, 47 seconds, with simply a 2 pound ballpeen hammer and a punch; how
simple! That’s harder to order the part online.
Here’s a bit I’ve copied from Ford Barn: I have steel brake drums so the new bolts require machining as they are made to
suite cast iron drums. According to Mac's website the shoulder must be reduced by 1/16 inch.
Questions arising:- (refer to attached photos)
1) Is the taper between points A and B an integral factor in the swedging process?
2) Does the taper need to be maintained or can the shoulder be squared-off?
3) If it can be squared-off, from which point is the 1/16" reduction measured?
4) Has anyone worked with a dimension (C) that the shoulder needs to be from the drum pre the swedging process?
1) Taper between A-B IS part of the swedging process. But only the outer fraction of the ramp A-B. After swedging the
top part A of the ramp still exists, but the bottom part B has been pushed down and "out. You can get a sense of where
this cut occurs by looking at the ID of a new swedge tool and comparing it to the ramp. Keep in mind that swedge tools
wear, and this diameter will change with wear.
2) Shoulder CAN be squared off, but one is advised not to as one creates a stress concentration point for lines of force,
and this can become a potential crack. Better would be a radius, or maintain the taper.
3) Guessing here (I have not used CI bolts on pressed drums) but based on what I know the reduction should be
"overall". (i.e. the whole A-B taper portion)
4) In C dimension, you mean for pressed drums - see reply above. The vendor of CI drums (Mel Gross among others)
will probably be able to tell you what he likes to see as he does this regularly - and he has to filter out the potential errors
including bolts made wrong, the drums inconsistent thickness, the hubs inconsistent thickness, something a burr or chip
in the interstice between bolt and hub, warped hubs. Continued on page 9
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LOCAL TOURS
July ‘No Contact’ Coastal Cruise
Where: Meet at the upper Sears parking lot at the Carlsbad Mall.
When: Thursday July 9, 2020 at 9:30 am
Cruise Departure Time: 10 am
Sears: 2561 El Camino Real, Carlsbad on the west side of the mall
Village Kitchen is located at: 950 Tamarack Avenue, Carlsbad
Our June Club ‘No Contact’ get together at Peppertree was a lot of
fun. Let’s do something like it again. Greg Wilson has offered to head
up a July ‘No Contact’ meet up and coastal cruise. It promises to be a
beautiful day and a good opportunity to get out and about before our
A’s rust in place. Lunch will be at the Village Kitchen immediately following the cruise for those interested.

Town Sedan For Sale
1929 Model A Leather Back 60B. All original. 400 miles since
engine rebuild, 4,401 miles total. New tires, but old (original
Ford Script) tools. Extra parts and custom car cover. Many more
extras included. $18,000 or best offer.
760-272-0863—Larry Welbalk

For Sale: a small number of special
club logo masks while supplies last.
If my sewing machine holds out that
is. It will be something as a keep
sake to remember 2020… Fondly?
Just $5, but limit one per local member. (Sorry, I don’t plan to mail any
of these.)

Wanted:
Wayne Moore still wants to purchase a full-blooded Siamese cat.
Female, spade, 0-2 years old preferred.
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Events and Advertisements
JULY BIRTHDAYS
Mike Stephens
Sandy Boom
Nancy Boyce
Cathy Tylka Dascomb
Jim Gates
Wayne Moore
David Frazee
Kenneth Zander
Malynda Kay

01 Jul
06 Jul
08 Jul
11 Jul
11 Jul
14 Jul
20 Jul
25 Jul
31 Jul

JULY ANNIVERSARIES
Bill & Kathy Horn
Ray & Kyle Matthews
John & Judy Burrell
Jim & Kathy Glendinning
Bob & Donna Payne

02
07
16
23
24

Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul

JULY CALENDAR
July 1—Meeting cancelled
July 4—Independence Day (Not cancelled)
July 9—No Contact Cruise Starting at 9:30,
Thurs, at the Carlsbad Sears, upper parking lot.
July 22—Breakfast Meeting Cancelled
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ERA FASHION TRENDS
1929: The Dawn Of Combination Ice Cream Flavors
Nestles’ ice cream division honors the company's two founders with two brand names: On the
east coast, Joseph Edy, a candy maker, is honored, and on the west coast, William Dreyer, an
ice cream maker, is the familiar name.
Joseph Oliver Edy was born in Missouri and raised in Montana. He operated a homemade candy and ice cream parlor at
122 North Broadway in Billings, Montana during the 1910s. In early 1920, he and his wife Grace decided to join his
brother in California. In 1925 Joseph Edy opened the doors to Edy's Character Candies Shop in Oakland. Edy's highquality candy quickly became recognized as among the best in the East Bay Area, and Edy was soon operating six
shops. William Dreyer ran an ice cream manufacturing venture in Visalia in the twenties. In 1926 he was recruited to run
a large new plant in Oakland for National Ice Cream. There, he met Joe Edy.
In 1928 Edy and Dreyer decided to join forces to manufacture ice cream. They secured a small factory and launched
Edy's Grand Ice Cream (the "Grand" reflected their street address on Grand Avenue in Oakland). They focused on creative innovations to fuel excitement in their small venture. For example, the two men used Joseph Edy's knowledge and
expertise in candy-making to create the original Rocky Road ice cream, from a combination of flavors which Edy had
previously used: chocolate, marshmallow, and nuts (originally walnuts, changed to almonds). They named the flavor
Rocky Road as a means of describing the ice cream's texture as well as the troubled economic times of the Great
Depression. Edy and Dreyer are also credited with originating the Toasted Almond and Candy Mint flavors. At the time
ice cream had limited flavors such as vanilla, chocolate, and strawberry, but Rocky Road, introduced in 1929, was one of
the first combination of flavors. Because only large marshmallows were manufactured at the time, Joe Edy used his
wife's sewing scissors to cut marshmallows into bite-sized pieces to make the first batch. Australians, by the way, claim
to have invented the flavor’s name in 1853 by labeling all of the various chocolate candies melted together on the way to
the gold fields having traveled a “Rocky Road” to get there.
Timeline
1906: As the galley boy, William Dreyer given the prestigious job of producing ice cream to celebrate his German ship's arrival in America.
After a brief stint making ice cream in New York City, he relocates to
Northern California.
1919: Edy's Candy Shop is sold, according to the Billings Gazette in
Montana, September 14.
1928: William Dreyer and Joseph Edy found Edy's Grand Ice Cream.
1946: Edy shifts focus exclusively to candy business as William Dreyer,
Jr. enters the company.
1947: Dreyer and Edy dissolve their partnership and Dreyer purchases
and builds a new manufacturing plant at 5929 College Avenue in Oakland. After the dissolution of the partnership, Edy continued business
Ed Archer’s 1920 T, painted as a Dreyer’s truck since
under the Edy's name, operating several ice cream parlors in the San
Francisco Bay area, selling candy and ice cream manufactured at the 1963, still driven to Hayward area shows.
Edy's factory in Oakland. Edy's were located in Palo Alto at the Town and Country Shopping Center, in San Francisco,
Berkeley and several other Bay area cities. In 1961 an Edy's opened in Carmel-by-the-Sea under a franchise agreement.
1957: Sr. officially retires, but unofficially continues to work with
the company until 1975 making his love affair with making ice
cream reach almost 70 years.
1963: Reins to the business pass from the Dreyer family to
Ken Cook, who becomes President.
1977: T. Gary Rogers and W.F. Cronk purchase Dreyer's
Grand Ice Cream for $1 million.
1979: To avoid being confused with East Coast-based Breyers
Ice Cream brand as Dreyer's expanded nationally (and due to
a trademark dispute), Cronk and Rogers agreed to use the
brand name "Edy's" in the Eastern U.S. market. Breyer’s began selling ice cream in Philadelphia in 1866 and sold their
company to Kraft Foods in 1926.
1981: Dreyer's went public and its shares were traded on
NASDAQ under the ticker symbol DRYR.
1982: Edy’s Grand’s John Harrison invents Cookies and
Cream, which has been the fifth top-selling U.S. flavor for the
Edy’s Ice Cream in Carmel, California in 1961
last 20 years.
2002: Nestlé acquired Dreyer's for $3.2 billion, thus becoming the biggest ice cream maker, with a 17.5% market share.
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The Great Frame Up Continued
This example of an attempt to achieve machine-like perfection clearly comes
from fear, not joy or caution. I’ve looked up a lot of posts on hub bolts because
of this part of assembly instruction 32: “Use grease on bolt threads.” I read that
and thought, “Huh?” I have absolutely never greased the threads of a hub bolt,
and having stripped those threads, broken bolts—both while tightening and
loosening the lug nuts, and sat above a wheel that came loose and whipped
past us and down I-15 while I slowly, heart-in-my-throat, sank to the pavement
while Dad slowed down from 55 mph, because the nuts weren’t tightened to 50
lbs. torque, I couldn’t see the benefit to greasing the bolt threads, but I fear sudden bolt failure caused by improperly placed hub bolts.
I can’t find any discussion of the grease at all, but lots and lots about the proper
replacement of the hub bolts. Some folks insist on spot welding them—I am
from the camp that disagrees with that idea. Some insist on supporting the entire drum during the swedging out of fear
that you could warp the drum an eighth of a millimeter rather than just the area around the bolt hole– who has that kind
of a set up at home? Some have concern that they are using hardened steel bolts in cast iron drums—I admire that
appreciation for potential problems forty or fifty years down the road. Maybe we should just follow the assembly instructions and grease the bolt threads? I know I’m going to try it myself from now on.

Dick Ekenberg’s Presidential Ramblings
I was raised in the Los Angeles Harbor Area and these
are some of my memories of growing up in the Model “A”
Era or Depression Era, as some people call it.
Looking back, those were tough times, but no one felt deprived, as your friends experience the same poverty, and
we grew up without realizing we were lacking worldly
goods. Patched clothes were common. I wore underwear
my mother made out of feed and flour sacks, but if we
were neat and clean, what did it matter?
Here are a few more of the things I remember: We had
ice boxes, then if you needed ice, you put a sign on the
front of the house for the Ice Man. Milk was delivered to
the house. The water heater was not automatic. When we Huntington Beach, CA in 1928
needed hot water, we lit the heater, then shut it off when
the water was hot. Wringer washing machines, outside clothes lines (no dryers), radio shows to listen to (No
TV), family sing alongs at the piano [I would have loved to hear Dick sing after reading that!], vacant lots to
play in where we could choose up sides and play ball. (thanks to lawyers, kids can’t do that today.)
We made our own toys: rubber guns out of wood with clothes pins for triggers, stilts and duck legs that you
strapped on your legs, scooters made out of old crates and skates with candles in tin cans for lights. Other
toys were marbles, tops, yo-yos, tinker toys and erector sets,.. Lincoln Logs.

Ice cream was a double scoop for a nickel. Movies were a dime,
and on a lot of Saturdays, the
movies cost a can of food that
Fashion Tidbit
went to the needy. We had the
Teacher, to little girl—What is
beech to swim at, and we
your name, little girl?
could get there by bus or
street car for a few cents.
Little Girl—I am ashamed to tell
There were no school buses,
you. Teacher—Oh, please do.
so we walked to school.
Little Girl—I will if you let me whisThese are some of MY memoper it to you.
ries of the Model “A” Years. I
Teacher—All right.
am sure there are many of
Not a photo of Dick, but he was 5 in 1927.
you
that
can
add
a
lot
more
to
Little Girl—(Whispering in teachthese. Us older folks call this the GOOD OLE DAYS, and they really
er's ear) lona Ford.
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Ford’s Favorite Food
According to Sidney Olson's book Young Henry Ford, Ford thought of his body as a machine which needed the right fuel in order to
work properly. He had all sorts of theories about what was healthy. He might try "roadside greens"--vegetables and weeds that he
would harvest himself and prepare as salads or as parts of sandwiches. During his "carrot phase" Ford would wander up to a subordinate's desk, pull a couple of carrots out of jacket pocket, offer one to the employee and both would sit there munching carrots
while talking over business. He didn’t believe in chilled water, or eating bread fresh from the oven. His favorite food item was Buckwheat Pancakes, and although I don’t have his favorite recipe, this one, in which you make a sort of sour dough starter the night
before, seems like it might be of interest to him:
Ingredients
2 cups buckwheat flour
1/2 cup cornmeal
2 1/4 tsp yeast
2 cups warm water
1 tsp salt
2 Tbsp molasses divided
1 tsp baking soda

USING EXISTING STARTER INGREDIENTS
2 cups buckwheat flour
1/2 cup cornmeal
2 cups warm water
1 tsp salt
1 Tbsp molasses
1 tsp baking soda

Instructions
Beat first 6 ingredients (only use 1 Tablespoon of molasses) in large bowl until smooth. Cover the bowl and leave overnight.
The next morning, stir in 1 tsp baking soda and another tbsp of molasses.
Cook on a greased pan - a cast iron frying pan does the best job with these pancakes. Cook until bubbles form on the top, then flip
and cook on the other side.
If desired, save 1 cup of batter, stored in the fridge, to start the next batch of pancakes. The batter should keep up to 3 days in the
fridge. I give mine a quick shake or stir daily to keep it from separating.
USING EXISTING STARTER INSTRUCTIONS
Beat first 5 ingredients into saved starter until smooth. Cover the bowl and leave overnight. The next morning, stir in 1 tsp. baking
soda. Follow the steps above for cooking.
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